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Summary. In this paper, we develop a syntax-directed proof system for a frag- 
ment of Ada consisting of the essential features of tasking and exception han- 
dling. The proof system is based on a correctness formula for the robust specifica- 
tion of single-entry-multiple-exit structures that provides a  unified framework 
for exception handling mechanisms in the presence of nondeterminism, concur- 
rency and communication. The proof system uses the technique of co-operating 
proofs,  which  was  developed  for  proving  the  correctness  of communicating 
sequential processes  [AFD 80]  and extended to a concurrent fragment of Ada 
in  [GD84].  We  build  upon  the  latter.  The  soundness  and  completeness are 
established formally in [Lod 87].  The proof rules are structured so that excep- 
tions can be  used  as  a  structured escape  mechanism in  accordance with the 
design objectives of Ada. Examples are given to show how the rules highlight 
the annotation required for establishing the robustness of Ada programs. 
1.  Introduction 
The  motivation for exception-based  reasoning can  be  nicely captured in  the 
following quotation from [Fli 84]: 
People seem to build expectations based on the majority rather than the totality 
of cases involved in a decision and thus ignore special situations if they represent 
only a relatively small percentage of cases  ...  yes, birds fly; but no,  ostriches 
don't. 
Flint refers  to  this type of reasoning as  the premature generalization trap 
and stresses  the importance of anticipating it in database modeling. 
It is  easy to  observe  that the  same  holds good for program  specification 
and design. Any program P can be viewed as a transformer designed to perform 
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a  certain  class  of intended  state  transitions  from  an  initial  state  a  to  reach 
an  intended  goal  ~.  If p  and  q  are  predicates  characterizing  these  states,  the 
Hoare correctness triple  {p} P {q} is an input/output  specification for program 
P.  But we have already fallen into  the premature  generalization  trap!  It may 
not be possible for the goal to be always achieved. We can partition the output 
states of P  into  two complementary sets: the standard  and exceptional  (in  the 
technical  sense) ranges  of P  w.r.t.q.  The  exceptional  range  of P  is  the  set of 
states reached when q cannot  be achieved by normal execution of P, and can 
be further  labeled by the  sort  of exceptional  condition.  Thus,  a  hypothetical 
program BIRD to find out whether a given bird flies may be specified by 
{true} BIRD {{NORMAL:fly, OSTRICH:--qfly, EMU:--qfly}}. 
It  has  been  argued  in  [Cri84]  that  the  notion  of exception  is  a  valuable 
tool for the specification, design, implementation,  verification and modification 
of programs. Using the notion of robustness, Cristian has arrived at a complete 
deductive system for a sequential programming language in [Cri 84]. However, 
it is not obvious how exceptions ought to be tackled in a concurrent/distributed 
environment  -  particularly  in languages  like Ada'  wherein  the interaction  of 
tasking and exception handling mechanism is quite complex. 
In  this  paper,  we describe  a  syntax-directed  proof system for  a  fragment 
of Ada consisting  of the essential  features  of tasking  and  exception handling. 
The proof system uses the technique of cooperating proofs developed in [AFD 80] 
and  extended  in  [GD84]  to  the Ada rendezvous.  To  our knowledge, ours is 
the first proof system for exception handling in a concurrent environment.  The 
system brings  out  the  difficulties inherent  in  Ada-like  languages  which  allow 
for exception handling mechanisms in the presence of concurrency and commu- 
nication. 
The main contributions of the paper can be summarized as: 
￿9  Development of correctness formulae for single-entry, multiple-exit structures 
that enables a unified treatment for exceptions. 
￿9  Development of a proof system for a tasking fragment of Ada with exception 
handling  mechanisms.  For this, we have extended the notion of cooperating 
proofs [AFD 80] for our language. We obtain the extension by 
1. annotating  statements  dealing  with  task  interaction  with  the  exceptions 
that  can be raised by them, this is done by associating auxiliary handlers 
with these statements. 
2. using the notion of bracketed frames (an extension of the bracketed sections 
of [AFD 80]) to keep track of exceptions corresponding to the interacting 
tasks in a rendezvous. 
3. introducing  n-way  bracketed frames  to  treat  the  complex  interaction  of 
master and dependent tasks during the activation of the latter. 
￿9  Documentation of the complexity of interaction permitted by Ada when task- 
ing is coupled with exception handling. 
The Ada fragment used in this paper has the following features: 
1. It has a  one-level task hierarchy,  i.e., the program  consists of a  master  task 
with a fixed number of dependents. 
2. Task  activation  (for a  treatment  of task  termination,  the  reader  is  referred 
to [Lod 87]). 
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3. Rendezvous communication between tasks, with entry calls and accept/select 
statements. Entry queues, else and terminate alternatives and conditional entry 
calls are considered in [-GD 84]. 
4. The exception mechanism, including exception propagation during the rendez- 
vous and  task  activation.  Suggestions  regarding  the  inclusion  of the  abort 
statement are given in Sect. 6. 
We use an interleaving execution model. Separation of tasks into specification 
and  body parts,  task families  and  generics  are  viewed as  syntactic extensions 
as far as this paper is concerned.  It may however be noted that  dynamic task 
creation  and  real-time  features  such  as  the  delay  statement  would require  a 
more complicated tasking model. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we consider a sequen- 
tial fragment of Ada including the basic features of exception handling. A transi- 
tion system operational semantics is given for this fragment.  Next, we develop 
the correctness formula for exception handling and provide axiomatic rules for 
the sequential fragment.  In Sect. 3, we discuss tasking features and develop an 
operational  semantics  for the elaboration  of declarations,  the  rendezvous  and 
the parallel  composition of tasks. Section 4 presents the proof theory for these 
constructs and is the heart of the paper. We provide a  sketch of the soundness 
and completeness proof [Lod 87] in Sect. 5. Finally, we provide a relative com- 
parison  of our work with other works on exception handling  in the literature. 
An appendix  gives the full syntax of the language,  operational  and  axiomatic 
rules and the proof outlines of an example program. 
2.  Exceptions in Ada 
In this section, we highlight  some of the features of exception handling mecha- 
nisms of Ada. The quotations will be to sections as described in [-Ada83]. 
In  the  Ada  programming  model,  an  exception  X  is  raised  either  by the 
statement raise X  or by various language-defined conditions during the evalua- 
tion  of expressions  and  execution  of statements  [11.4,  11.5].  Briefly,  the  first 
case is  program-determined  while  the second is language-determined  and  has 
to be related to the abstraction the programmer wants. 
In  Ada,  an  exception is  essentially  an  escape mechanism;  it is propagated 
(that  is,  it  breaks  the  normal  sequencing  rules)  until  the  nearest  handler for 
that  exception.  Control  does not return  to the point where the exception was 
raised,  as  is  the  case  in  other  languages,  such  as  PL/I  (or  Clu),  which  treat 
an exception more like a procedure call. 
We will say a statement C terminates normally if it terminates without raising 
an (unhandled) exception; otherwise it terminates with exception X. In general, 
a  statement  terminates  with  a  continuation  K, which is an  exception name  or 
the special symbol N  that denotes normal termination. 
2.1. Language 
Our main  interest  has been to bring  out the difficulties of developing a  proof 
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and exception handling  mechanisms. Hence, we consider a  simplified fragment 
of Ada  which  includes  the  basic  features  of tasking  and  exception  handling 
that we need. We now proceed to examine Ada exception handling in a sequen- 
tial context, and  given a  semantic  and  axiomatic framework for it.  In  Sect. 3, 
we shall  examine  the  relevant  aspects of Ada tasking  in  some detail.  Finally, 
we move on to the development of proof rules for proving tasks with exception 
handling.  The  full  syntax,  operational  and  axiomatic  rules  are  given  in  the 
Appendix. 
sequence_of_statements 
statement 
simple_statement 
compound_statement 
assignment_statement 
raise_statement 
frame 
= statement {statement} 
= simple_statement I compound_statement 
= nulkstatement I assignment_statement 
I entry_calkstatement Iraise_statement 
:: =if_statement I loop_statement 
I accept_statement I select_statement I frame 
= v.'=f; 
= raise X; 
= sequence_of_statements 
when X ~  sequence_of_statements. 
It may be observed that we are attaching exception handlers  to statements 
rather than expressions or blocks (following [Ada83], we call such a construct 
a frame).  An  exception  can  be raised  by the raise  statement  and  handled  by 
the exception handler  through  the when construct. We have not used the Ada 
keyword  exception  which  separates  a  set  of  statements  from  its  exception 
handlers.  Our  frame  C  when  X=*.C'  can  be translated  into  Ada  as  a  block 
begin C exception when X =~ C' end; 
2.2. Operational  semantics  of the sequential  constructs 
The definition of our operational semantics uses a Plotkin-style transition system 
[Plo81].  As  usual  , a  configuration  <C,  a)  represents  the  statement  C  to  be 
executed beginning with state a. The relation ~  is used for denoting a transition 
from  one  configuration  to  another,  i.e. <C,  a)~  (C',  ~)  is  a  transition  from 
one configuration to another as governed by the operational rules. The reflexive, 
transitive closure of ~  is represented by ~*. 
We use the notation  <C, no)~ (C~, al)[ ...  [(Ck, Gk> to indicate k possible 
alternative transitions. In other words, the rule 
<C, ~o> --+ <C,, G,>I ... I<C~, ,~> 
<C', to> ~  <C',, t,>l ... I<Cg, tk> 
is an abbreviation for the k rules, 
<C, '~o> --' <Ci, aD, 
<C', to> -+ <q, t~> 
for  i=1, ...,k. 
In Plotkin's  system, the statement  finally terminates  in a  state, that  is, the 
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final transition  yields a  continuation and a  state, i.e., <C,  a)~  <K, z).  Thus, 
the rule for the raise statement is 
(ot Raise)  <raise X;, a) ~  <X, a). 
Similarly all  that  null  can do  is  to  yield the  continuation  N  (i.e. normal 
completion). 
(ot Null)  <null;, a) ~  (N, a). 
We use the letter K  to stand for continuations and reserve X for exceptional 
continuations. 
We assume the rules for the raising of language-determined exceptions during 
the expression evaluation to be given (for these definitions, the reader is referred 
to [Ada 83]). For example a rule for dividing by zero would be 
a~S/~NUMERIC_ERROR,  if a(v)=O 
a--,Sl~N,  if a(v)%0  and  a--*SN. 
K. 
Intuitively, ~r-JK means the evaluation of  fin state a ends in a continuation 
We write tr~b if the expression b evaluates to true in state a. 
We even assume some prespecified state change for an assignment: 
(ot Assign)  a~:NIa~:X 
<v :=f;, a) ~  <N, z> [  <X, a) 
The semantics of a  sequential composition C1 C2 is  straightforward. If C~ 
terminates normally, C2 is executed in the resulting state, otherwise the excep- 
tional continuation is propagated 
(ot Seq)  <C1, ~> -~ <C'~, :>I<N, z>l<X, z> 
<c, c~, ~> --, <c'~ C~, :> I<C~, ~>1 <x, :> 
The when statement is surprisingly analogous. If F  when X =~ C terminates 
with exception X, C is executed in the resulting state, and any other continuation 
is propagated. In fact, we can eliminate C: C2 in favour of C: when N =~ C2. 
(ot When)  <F, a)~<F', z)[<X, ~>I<K, :>, K%X 
<F when X  =~ C, a> -~ <F' when X  =~ C, ~)1 (C, ~>1 <K, ~> 
The if and while statements are treated as usual. A  loop is  unfolded once 
using sequential  composition if the boolean condition evaluates to  true. The 
rules are given in the Appendix. 
2.3. Axiomatic treatment of exceptions 
Our axiomatic treatment of exceptions is based on the premise that exception 
handling necessitates viewing statements as single-entry, multiple-exit structures. 
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exit structures. We therefore extend the Hoare triple to have multiple postcondi- 
tions in the form 
{p}C{{Q}},  where  Q-K,:q,,...,K,:q,. 
The informal interpretation of the triple is: 
Execution of C begun in a state satisfying the precondition p will, if it termi- 
nates, do so with one of the continuations  in Q, satisfying  the corresponding 
postcondition; i.e. for continuation Ki the postcondition qi holds. 
A comparison of our approach to other axiomatizations of  jumps and excep- 
tions is made in Sect. 6. 
Notation: 
1. Predicates p, q  .... will always be written in small letters.  Sets of labeled post- 
conditions will  be  enclosed in  {{ }};  capital letters  Q, R ....  will  be  used  to 
denote them. 
2. Given Q  as above, Q. Ki denotes a predicate that is qi for 1 < i < n and false 
otherwise. Similarly, Q\Ki denotes 
Kl:ql .... ,Ki_l:qi_l, Ki+l:qi+l ..... K.:q.  for  l<i<n 
and denotes Q otherwise. 
3.  v Q denotes ql v... v q,. Thus, for the case we are considering, the exceptional 
range of C satisfies  v (Q\N). 
4. We also use Sig(Q) to denote the signature of Q, that is, the set {K1, ..., K,}. 
5. We define the boolean connectives over sets  of labeled assertions by taking 
them pointwise. In other words, 
QDR&  for all  K~Sig(Q)wSig(R),  Q.K~R.K 
Q/xp&K1 : Q.Kx ^ p ..... K, : Q.K,/x p. 
6. We use a list notation for convenience. For example, 
{p} C{{N :q,X :r, Q}} 
stands for 
{p} C {{(N : q, X  : r) v Q}}, N, X (ESig(Q). 
7. As in the operational semantics, we assume given predicates characterizing 
the conditions when evaluation of expression f  may give rise to continuation 
K: 
p--JK r  the evaluation off in a state satisfying p terminates with continua- 
tion K. 
8. p =~I Q a=p~I X =Q.X, for all X. 
In  other  words,  the  exceptional  range  of evaluating f  in  p  is  covered  by 
Q. 
9. p&b~(p~bN)  Ab 
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Validity of the correctness formula 
The validity of the triple {p} C {{Q}} is defined formally below: 
{p} C{{Q}} ~  for all a, z, K:  a~p and (C, a} ---,* (K, z) implies ~  Q.K. 
Note  that  this  definition  forces every continuation  that  C  may terminate 
with to be present in Q. 
Because  of its  analogy  to  Cristian's  robustness  condition,  we  define  our 
notion of robustness in the following. 
Robustness 
Cristian  calls  C  robust  [Cri84]  if it  terminates  at  a  declared  exit  point  for 
any possible input state. 
In  our partial  correctness approach,  the analogous condition  would be to 
call (p,Q) a robust specification for C if Q specifies all (and exactly) the continua- 
tions which C may terminate in. Letting SP(p, C) be the strongest post-assertion 
of C with respect to the pre-assertion p, this means 
Sig(Q) = Sig(SP(p, C)) 
C  is  robust for  Q  if all  its  terminating  continuations  and  states  are captured 
by Q: 
Sig(Q)= Sig(sP(true, C))  and  v SP (true, C)= v Q. 
The sequential part of Ada can be handled  quite simply in this framework 
[Lod87].  As  an  example  of the  multiple  postcondition  approach,  the  reader 
may examine the following (valid) correctness triple: 
{v = Vo _-> 0} v := w/v; {{N : Vo > 0/x v = W/Vo, NUMERIC_ERROR: v -- Vo = 0}}. 
Note that  the normal postcondition asserts v0 > 0 and is  stronger than  the 
usual partial  correctness postcondition for normal  termination.  The proof rule 
used is: 
(at Assign)  p --.: N ~ Q.N [fly], p o: Q 
{p} v:=f; {{O}} 
Note that p ~:N  corresponds to the normal termination  and p =MQ corre- 
sponds to the interpretation that the exceptional range of evaluating f  is covered 
by Q. It is interesting to compare this rule with Hoare's assignment rule: 
p ~ q If  Iv] 
{p} v:=f; {q}" 
It  may  be  observed  that  the  division  between  the  two  arises  because  of 
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The rules for the null and raise X  statements are straightforward: 
(at Null)  {p} null; {{N: p}} 
(at Raise)  {p} raiseX; {{X:p}}. 
Sequencing is a more interesting case: 
(at Seq)  {p} C1 {{Q}}, {Q.N} C2 {{R}}. 
{p} C, C  z {{Q\N v R}} 
The exceptions raised during both  C~  and  Cz have to  be combined.  Also 
note owing to sequencing of the statements, Q.N (i.e. normal termination asser- 
tion  of C~)  does  not  occur in  the  overall  post-condition  of C1 C2.  The  next 
rule uses quite similar reasoning. 
(at When)  {p} F {{Q}}, {Q.X} C {{R}} 
{p} F when X  =~ C {{Q\X v R}} 
The other rules follow a similar pattern; they can be found in the Appendix. 
3.  Tasks in Ada 
The Ada tasking model includes many concepts: nondeterminism, block struc- 
turing (for defining a  task hierarchy), communication (the rendezvous), etc. We 
concentrate  here  on  two  aspects  which  are  relevant  to  the  propagation  and 
handling of exceptions, namely: the initiation of tasks by elaborating their declar- 
ations, and their execution including communication by the rendezvous mecha- 
nism. 
3.1. Language 
Program  : : = master task_body {  task_body} 
task_body  : : = task body Tis [declarative_part] 
begin sequence_of_statements end T; 
declarative_part  : : = {basic_declarative_item} 
basic_declarativeJtem: : = v : t [.'=f]; 
There  is  no  operator  for  concurrency in  Ada:  tasks  declared  in  a  block 
operate  concurrently with  the  statements  in  the  block.  Block  structure  opens 
up  the  possibility  of having  a  complicated  task  hierarchy. We  only permit  a 
one-level master-dependent relationship. That is, a program consists of a master 
task  (explicitly  identified  as  such)  with  a  number  of (immediate) dependents. 
For clarity we introduce an explicit operator  ]l  to  represent concurrency. The 
Ada syntactic structure 
task body To is T1, ..., T, : t; task_bodyo 
task_body l 
task_bodyn Exception handling in a tasking environment  15 
Fig. 1 
is represented in our syntax as 
master tasLbodyo [I tasLbodyl II  ...  II tasLbody,. 
Ada allows assignments  of initial values to a  new variable in a  declaration. 
This  is  referred  to  as  the  elaboration  of the  declaration.  Exception handling 
is different for declaration elaboration and statement execution. Hence v : t,=f; 
begin  C  end  has  a  different  behavior from  v: t;  begin  v'.=f;  C  end  when  the 
assignment raises an exception. 
entry_call_statement: : =  T.E [actual_parameteLpart] ; 
accept_statement  : : = accept E [-formal_part] 
[do sequence_of_statements end E]; 
select_statement  : : = select select_alternative {or select_alternative} 
end seleet; 
select_alternative  : : = b ~  accept_statement Esequence_of_statements]. 
A  select  statement  begins  by evaluating  all  the  guards  in  any  order;  this 
means that an exception raised during the evaluation of any guard will prevent 
it from executing further. All the guards that evaluate to true are called open; 
those that evaluate to false are called closed. For partial correctness semantics, 
we can assume that any of the open guards is chosen. If all guards are closed, 
the exception PROGRAM_ERROR  is raised. The operational rules for a select 
can be found in the Appendix. 
3.2.  Elaboration  of declarations 
The process by which a  declaration achieves its effect is called the elaboration 
of declarations  this  process  happens  during  the  execution  of the  program. 
Ada  has  elaborate  rules  for  the  elaboration  of declarations  in  a  task  body. 
For illustrating the various notions, we use the following program. 
Program I : a random number generator 
This  is  a  somewhat  contrived  example  to  illustrate  the  raising  of exceptions 
while elaborating the declaration of a  task. The structure of the tasks is shown 
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The system consists of tasks DUMMY, RANDOM_16, RANDOM_32 and 
USER. The first of these is the master and the others are its dependents. The 
function of the second and third tasks is to generate random numbers for 16 
and 32 bit values respectively. Task USER requests for random numbers through 
the entry call  Next. There are no calls  between task DUMMY and the other 
tasks; however, RANDOM_16 and RANDOM_32 may face an erroneous dec- 
laration  elaboration,  in  which  case  their  activation  can  raise  TASKING_ 
ERROR in DUMMY. This is shown by the arrows (marked with a wave symbol) 
pointing to the task DUMMY_MASTER. 
The idea  is  that the system may be  configured on  a  machine supporting 
arithmetic of any given precision.  If the  machine supports  32-bit  arithmetic, 
the task USER  will  take its input from RANDOM_32;  if the machine does 
not  support  32_bit  arithmetic then  the  USER  task  will  use  16-bit  precision 
-  the  input  coming from RANDOM_16;  if the  arithmetic processor  cannot 
support even 16-bit precision, the whole program terminates with an exception. 
The complete program is presented here; explanations will be provided whenever 
we come across the relevant features. 
The program is a parallel composition of four tasks, i.e., 
master D UMM YII RANDOM_16 II RANDOM_32 II USER 
master task body DUMMY  is 
begin 
null; 
when TASKING_ERROR  =~ null; 
end DUMMY; 
task body RANDOM_I6  is 
continue: BOOLEAN :--true; 
seed: INTEGER :=f_16 (16_bit_val); --  some 16 bit computations - 
begin 
while continue loop 
select true =~ accept Next (in out Val: INTEGER) do 
Val := seed; 
end Next; 
seed :=nexLvakl6 (seed); --  16 bit- 
or true =~> accept Close do continue := false; end Close; 
end select; 
end loop; 
end RANDOM_I6; 
The task RANDOM_32 has the same structure as that of RANDOM_16. 
The user task is straightforward and is given below: 
task body User is 
Random: Integer; 
begin 
while more_values_required loop 
RANDOM_32. Next (Random); 
when TASKING_ERROR  =~ 
RANDOM_16. Next (Random); --  use 16_bit random numbers - Exception handling in a tasking environment  17 
end loop; 
RANDOM_32. Close; 
when TASKING_ERROR ==~ RANDOM_16. Close; 
end User; 
3.2.1.  Rules of elaboration 
1. "A task body defines the execution  of any task  ....  The  initial  part  of this 
execution  is  called  the  activation  ...;  it  consists  of the  elaboration  of the 
declarative  part,  if any,  of the  task  body. The  execution  of different  tasks, 
in particular their activation proceeds in parallel." [9.3-1] 
"...  The  activation  of the  [dependent]  task  ...  starts  after  the  elaboration 
of the  declarative  part  [in  the  master]  (that  is,  after  passing  the  reserved 
word begin following the declarative part) ..." [9.3-2] 
In terms of the example program, this means that the initiat value assignment 
for seed in tasks RANDOM_t6 and RANDOM_32 can take place in parallel. 
2. "Should an exception be raised by the activation of one of these [dependent] 
tasks,  that  task  becomes a  completed  task  ...;  other  tasks  are  not  directly 
affected. Should one of these tasks thus become completed during its activa- 
tion, the exception TASKING_ERROR is raised upon conclusion of the acti- 
vation  of all  these  tasks  (whether  successfully or  not)  [in  the  master];  the 
exception is raised  at  a  place that  is immediately before the first  statement 
following  the  declarative  part  (immediately  after  the  reserved  word  begin). 
Should several of these tasks thus become completed during their activation, 
the exception TASKING_ERROR is raised only once" [9.3-3]. 
In  Example 1, let us assume that  the system is configured on a  machine 
that does not support 32-bit arithmetic. Then the activation of RANDOM_32 
will  raise  an exception and  the task will  be completed.  But this  would not 
affect  RANDOM  16.  TASKING_ERROR  will  be raised  immediately  after 
the begin in  the master  DUMMY only after the activation  of all  the tasks. 
Suppose, the system does not support even 16_bit precision then the exception 
TASKING_ERROR is raised only once in the master task. 
3. "Should an exception be raised by the elaboration  of a  declarative part  [of 
the master], then any task that is created (directly or indirectly) by this elabo- 
ration  and that is not yet activated becomes terminated  and  therefore never 
activated" [9.3-4]. 
Thus,  if an  exception is  raised  during  the elaboration  of the declarative 
part  of a  master  task,  the  activation  of its  dependents  may  be abandoned. 
For simplicity, we adopt the convention that it is abandoned; this will result 
in  the whole system terminating  with TASKING_ERROR For instance,  in 
the above example, if RANDOM  16 fails to elaborate its declaration of seed, 
the program will terminate with TASKING_ERROR. This is quite satisfactory 
since the random numbers required by USER cannot be generated by either 
RANDOM_I6 or RANDOM_32. 
4. The  exception  handler  has  the  same  structure  as  that  of the  frame  body. 
If an exception is raised during the execution of the exception handler (note 
that  we do  not  have  an  explicit  block in  our  language),  then  execution  of 
the  exception  handler  is  terminated  and  the  new exception  is  propagated. 18  K. Lodaya and R.K. Shyamasundar 
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If the exception cannot be handled in the main program (master in our lan- 
guage) then the program is terminated (cf. Chap. 4, [Geh 84]). 
In  our  example,  in  the  user  if calling  RANDOM_16  in  the  exception 
handler leads to TASKING_ERROR,  then it leads to raising the exception 
in DUMMY. 
Figure 2 presents diagrammatically the raising of the exception in the master 
and the elaboration of the dependent tasks of the program: 
master Do begin Fo end; IlDx begin/71 end; I[... II D.  begin F. end; 
That is, Do is elaborated. Any exception immediately leads to TASKING_ 
ERROR.  If Do terminates normally, the elaboration of D1 to D, is performed 
(in parallel). Any exception in (any number of) these elaborations leads to TASK- 
ING_ERROR  being raised after begin in  the master task just  before F0  and 
the task(s)  in  error are completed. If all  of D1  to  D,  terminate normally, Fo 
can be executed. 
Note that the dependent tasks may continue with their execution as soon 
as their declarations have been successfully elaborated. The master, on the other 
hand, can continue only after all  its  dependents have been activated [9.3-2]. 
If an  exception is  raised  during the elaboration  of the declarative part  of a 
master task, the activation of its dependents may be abandoned. For simplicity, 
we  adopt  the  convention that  it  is  abandoned;  this  is  a  sort  of worst-case 
approach to the Ada definition. To implement this convention in our semantics, 
we adopt the following simple rule: Exception handling in a tasking environment  19 
Declarations  in  the master  are elaborated first,  and only  then are dependent 
tasks activated. 
3.2.2.  Operational  semantics  of  elaboration.  The  treatment  of  declarations 
requires environments.  However, since we are not concerned with declarations 
per se and only with their contribution to exception handling,  we assume that 
the state contains appropriate information for the environment. Hence a declara- 
tion D is assumed to cause a state change (or raise an exception). 
(ot Decl)  o---,SNIo---,sx 
(v : t :=f;, o-) -~ (N, z) I  (X, o) 
The elaboration of the master task precedes that of the dependents: 
(otMasElab)  (D, a) -~ (N, z)] (X, z) 
(master D begin F end;][ .... o) 
(master begin F end;][ .... z) ]  (TASKING_ERROR, ~) 
(ot DepElab)  (D, cz) -~ (D', z)[(N, z)] (X, z) 
(master begin Fo end;H ... liD begin Fj end;I]..., o) 
(master begin Fo end;Ll.., liD' begin Fj end;ll..., ~) 
](master begin Fo end;l]... I[Fj end;]l...,  ~) 
](master begin raise TASKING_ERROR; Fo end; 
I/... I[raise x; end;l] .... z) 
TASKING_ERROR raised during the elaboration of a  dependent task can 
be handled in the master.  Note that  the dependent task can go past its begin 
statement once its activation is over, but the master cannot. 
(ot MasBegin)  (master begin Fo end;l]F1 end;]].., liE, end;, a) 
(Fo end;llF1 end;ll.., liE, end;, o) 
After  all  the  tasks  are  activated,  that  is,  they  have  gone  past  their  begin 
statements, the master task can go past its begin and execute its body. [9.3-2] 
3.3.  The rendezvous 
The  rendezvous  is  of special  interest  since  it  is  a  communication  mechanism 
during the execution of which exceptions may be raised. Ada allows exceptions 
to be propagated across tasks making complex interactions among them possi- 
ble. 
"Execution of an entry call starts with ... any evaluations required for actual 
parameters  ...  Further  execution of an accept statement  and  a  corresponding 
entry call statement are synchronized."  [9.5-10]  Thus if an exception is raised 
during  evaluation  of actual  parameters  for  an  entry  call,  the  rendezvous  will 
not be performed. If the called task has terminated,  the exception TASKING_ 
ERROR is raised at the point of the call, in the calling task [9.5-16, 11.5-2]. 
An  instance  of such  a  behaviour can  be seen in  task  USER described in 
Example 1. The task USER calls the next entry of RANDOM_32. If the machine 
does  not  support  32-bit  precision,  we know  that  task  RANDOM_32  would 
have terminated during the elaboration itself. Thus, the call would raise TASK- 20  K. Lodaya and R.K. Shyamasundar 
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ING__ERROR.  The  handler  for  the  call  then  calls  RANDOM_16.  In  other 
words, in the program we have encoded a  priority system via the termination 
of tasks (reflecting on the powerful aspect of Ada semantics). 
Let us look at the rendezvous mechanism. When the rendezvous gets under- 
way, the parameters are transferred to the accepting task and the caller is sus- 
pended for the completion of the rendezvous. After the accept body is completed 
two things may happen: 
1. In case the body terminates normally, the in out parameters are transferred 
to the caller and both tasks resume, 
2. In case the body terminates with an unhandled exception, it is  propagated 
to both tasks [11.5-4].  The value of the in out parameters is undefined. 
The  following example  will  enable  us  to  discuss  the  rendezvous features 
(the program is used later for illustrating the use of our system). 
Program 2: a graphics system 
Consider a  graphics system consisting of three independent tasks:  a  graphics 
terminal, a graphics processor that controls the terminal and a user command 
processor. It is possible for the terminal to be directly interrupted by the user 
with a break key. 
The schematic diagram of the system is  shown in Fig. 3 and the program 
is a parallel composition of these tasks: 
master USER H  GPII TRM 
For  convenience,  we  describe  each  task  body  separately.  The  picture  is 
assumed to be represented as an array of lines. The user gives a Draw command 
to the graphics processor and may then choose to wait for the picture to be Exception handling  in a tasking  environment  21 
fully drawn out, or stop the drawing at any moment with the break key. This 
choice is represented by a nondeterministic select in the following program. 
master task body USER is 
Pic: array (1.. n) of Linetype; 
begin --  make an n-line picture - 
GR Draw (Pic (1.. n)); 
select true ==~ TRM. Break; 
or true =~ null; 
end select; 
when TASKING_ERROR  =~ null; 
end USER; 
The task has an exception handler for TASKING_ERROR Since our declar- 
ations will all be properly elaborated and the Draw  call will  go through, the 
only way this  exception  can  be  raised  is  while  calling  Break.  This  happens 
when the terminal task is  drawing out the last line of the picture. The break 
is then ineffective and should be ignored, which is what the handler does. 
The  graphics  processor  task  GP  saves  the  request  in  some  suitable  data 
structure,  but  we  will  not  be  concerned about  that  and  treat  the  picture  as 
an  array.  An  index  i  steps  through  the  array,  drawing  out  the  picture  line 
by line. At the end, a Close signal is sent to the terminal. 
task body GP is 
i: INTEGER :=0; 
begin 
accept Draw (in Pie: array (1.. s) of LineType) do 
--  save picture - 
end Draw; 
while i< s loop 
i.'=i +  1; T RM.Draw_Line (Pic (i)); 
end loop; 
T RM.Close; 
when STOP ==~ T RM.Write_Mesg (" Aborted"); 
T RM.Close ; 
end GP; 
Again we have a handler, this time for exception STOP. This can be raised 
during the Draw_Line  rendezvous and indicates that the user has stopped draw- 
ing-out lines. A message is printed and the end signal is sent to TRM. 
The terminal task has a  simple loop which accepts commands and obeys 
them until it  receives  a  close  signal.  If a  break  is  received,  the next drawing 
command is interrupted and exception STOP propagated out of the rendezvous. 
Boolean variables End and Interrupt are used to record these signals. 
task body TRMis 
End: BOOLEAN:= false; Interrupt: BOOLEAN:= false; 
begin 
while not End loop 
select true  accept Close do End ,=true; end Close; 
or true ::~ accept Break do Interrupt ,=true; end Break; 22  K. Lodaya and R.K. Shyamasundar 
or true ==> accept Write_Mesg (in Mesg: STRING) do 
--  print Mesg on screen - 
end Write_Mesg; 
or true =~ accept Draw_Line (in Line: LineType) do 
select Interrupt =~ raise STOP; 
or not Interrupt =~ --  draw Line on screen - 
end select; 
end Draw_Line; 
end select; 
end loop; 
when STOP ==~ null; 
end T RM; 
Let us assume that the Draw_Line call in task TRM raises exception STOP. 
At the end of the rendezvous, STOP remains raised (but is immediately handled). 
Moreover, STOP is  raised immediately after the call in task  GP as well.  The 
exception propagates until it reaches the handler which prints an error message. 
Hence, in  accordance with  the design  objectives of Ada,  exception handling 
has served as an escape mechanism from the normal course of events (drawing 
the whole picture). 
3.3.1.  Operational rules for the rendezvous.  In this section, we present the opera- 
tional rules for the rendezvous. Dual rules necessary when the calling task and 
the caller task are interchanged are not given explicitly. 
The  caller  in  a  rendezvous begins  by  evaluating  its  parameters.  Only  in 
parameters have to  be evaluated, since they may be expressions -  hence, the 
possibility of exceptions during the evaluation. 
(ot Eval)  <tT..=fi,  tr> -o <N, r>I<X, z>, ~ are fresh variables. 
<T.EC ~);, ~> -~ <  T.E(a, 0;, ~>I <x, z> 
Moreover, a rendezvous cannot proceed if the called task has terminated. 
(ot CallTerm)  <... II Tj.E(~, O; I1... IIend Till..., ~) 
-~ C..II  TASKING_ERROR II--.llend ~11 ....  a>. 
In Program 2,  if USER  calls Break when the terminal is  drawing out the 
last line (or after it has done so), it will end up calling a terminated task. TASK- 
ING_ERROR will be raised and propagated (and ignored). 
The main part of the rendezvous has the following simple rule: 
(ot Rendezvous) <~:=t~; if,=,7; C ,7:=if;, a) --,* <K, ,) 
<... I] T.E(t~,  v);l[... Ilaccept E(~,  ~) do C end E;  il ....  a> 
--, <... II K  I1... 11 K  I1-.., ~> 
Note that the same continuation K  (normal or exceptional) is propagated 
to  both  partners  of the  rendezvous. The  in  out  parameters will  be  returned 
only if C  terminates  normally;  otherwise, the  exception  propagates  to  both 
tasks. It may be noted that this satisfies the language specification. Exception handling in a tasking environment  23 
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We  have  used  the  reflexive,  transitive  closure,  ~*,  in  the  premise  of the 
above rule.  For  a  system which  uses  only the  ~,  we have  to  break  up  this 
into smaller steps. The rules for such a system are given in [Lod 87]. 
Figure 4 captures the operational aspects of the rendezvous corresponding 
to 
Tj.E(f, v-);IJaccept  E(~, if) do C end E;. 
3.4.  Interleaving execution of tasks 
Another important  aspect is to specify the model of execution of tasks. In this 
paper, we use the interleaving execution model and give the relevant operational 
rules  for the interleaving  execution  of tasks.  The  symmetric  counterparts  (i.e. 
rules  that  are  obtained  by interchanging  the  task names  i and j) are  omitted 
for  brevity. In  the  following, we use ~( as an  abbreviation  for  a  statement  or 
a continuation. 
(ot Intlv)  (C, tr> ~  (X, z> 
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The rule captures the progress of any task. For two tasks which synchronize 
to  make  progress,  we need  to  replace  the  rules  (ot Seq) and  (ot When)  given 
earlier. 
(ot ParSeq) 
(ot ParWhen) 
(...ll  c  I1...11 c,  II..., ~)  (...ll z II...ll c', II .... 0 
I(... II z  II... [I N  I1 .... z)> 
I(...ll Z ll...tl X  II .... 0 
(...ll  C I1...11 Cl Cz I1..., ~) ~  (...ll Z I1...11 Cl C2 II .... O 
I (...ll  z  II...ll C2 II .... O 
I(...ll z  II...ll x  I1..., O 
(...11 c  I1...11 F  II .... ~) 
(... II X II... II F' II-.., z) 
IL..l[ Z II...11 x  II..., O 
IC..II z  I1...11K II..., O, K4=X 
L..ll  c  [I...llF when X  =~ C II..., O 
(... II z II... IIF' when X  =:~ C II.-., z) 
I(...ll  z I1...11 c  I1...,  0 
I(...ll z  N...II K  II .... O 
4.  Proving tasks with exception handling 
We now extend our approach for proving programs with exceptions to parallel 
programs  -  more specifically, the Ada tasking model outlined in  Sect. 3. This 
is done by incorporating exception handling into the technique of co-operating 
proofs  developed  in  [AFD80]  for  Communicating  Sequential  Processes 
([Hoa78]) and in [GD84] for Ada tasking. 
4.1. Proof approach 
For a  syntax-directed proof system, we would require the proof of a  program 
to be directly based on the proofs of its component tasks,  and hence that  the 
proof of a task be carried out in isolation of other tasks. This leads to difficulties 
when  tasks  interact.  For  instance,  in  Program 1,  task  USER  uses  the  entry 
call Next to get a  random number.  In the proof of USER, one would perhaps 
like to use a triple such as: 
{true} RANDOM_32.Next(Random); {{N: lastrec(Random) }} 
where lastrec (v) ~ v is the last random number received.  (1) 
In  general,  we may  expect  an  entry  call  to  perform  any  function,  so  we 
can only assert 
{p} r.E ...; {{Q}}  (2) 
for  arbitrary  p  and  Q  (arbitrary  locally).  It  must  be noted  that  (2  may have 
any arbitrary  continuation  (considered locally in  the task).  Hence, we cannot 
syntactically  determine if (2) is a  robust specification i.e., whether the program 
always terminates in Q (which was the case so far). The reason is that it depends Exception handling in a tasking environment  25 
on  the  continuations  that  are  possible  at  the  rendezvous  points.  The  set  of 
continuations  a  statement  can  possibly  raise  is  statically  determinable  (for 
instance,  by a  compiler examining  the complete program).  Thus,  for purposes 
of robust  specification,  we annotate  an  entry  E  with  the  set  of exceptions  /? 
that  it  can  raise.  The  set  of exceptions  that  a  call  on  T.E  can  raise  is  given 
by, 
T.E & E w {TASKING_ERROR}. 
Since  TASKING_ERROR  will  be  raised  if T  has  terminated,  we  require 
that 
Sig(Q) _~ T.E w {N}. 
For  making  the  exceptions  raised  explicit,  we  add  auxiliary  handlers  for 
each of the exceptions in Sig(Q), yielding triples as shown below: 
{p} r.e...; 
when Xa =~ raise X, ; 
when Xk =*- raise Xk; 
{{N: q0, Xa :qa .... , Xk: qk}}. 
A similar argument holds for the accept and begin statements. Thus, it should 
be clear that the assertion (1) should be refined to 
{true} RANDOM_32.Next (Random) ; {{  N : lastrec(Random), 
TASKING_ERROR: 
RANDOM_32 has terminated}}.  (3) 
The assertion for the corresponding matching accept would be: 
{seed is a random number} 
accept Next (in out Vah INTEGER) do Val :=seed; end Next; 
{{N: lastsent (seed) }} 
where lastsent (v) & the last random number sent.  (4) 
The  correctness  triples  (3)  and  (4)  are  assumptions  [Apt85]  made  for  the 
proof of the  task  in  which  the  respective communication  statements  are.  Let 
A i consist of all the assumptions made for the proof of task T~. Each assumption 
has  to  be indexed  by the  specific communication  statement  for  which  it  is  a 
correctness  triple;  we take  this  indexing  for  granted.  Under  the  assumptions 
A,, we can construct a proof of each individual task T~. This is denoted 
A,t- {p,} T~ {{Q,}}. 
While  composing  the  tasks,  the  assumptions  made  for each  task  must  be 
discharged. For example, for assertions (3) and (4), we must prove: 
{true 
]lseed is a random number} 
RANDOM_32.Next... ;It accept Next... end Next; 
{{N: lastrec (Random) ^  lastsent (seed), 
TASKING_ERROR: RANDOM_32 has terminated 
JI N: lastsent (seed)}}.  (5) 26  K. Lodaya and R.K. Shyamasundar 
Here II is being used as a symbol in the assertion language as well, to separate 
assertions  belonging to  different tasks.  The  conjunction required  to  interpret 
the  composite  assertion  comes  out  in  the  definition of validity of this  form 
of extended correctness triple, given later. 
But  this  is  not  enough.  What  is  missing is  the  communication  aspect  of 
the interaction, viz., at the end of the rendezvous, the program variables Random 
and seed  have the same value. However, we cannot use the assertion Random 
= seed  in any of the tasks since it refers to  an undefined quantity: a  variable 
not belonging to  the  task.  We  cannot treat  it  as  a  logical variable  since  the 
assertion can be invalidated by the other task updating its variable. 
The  solution  is  to  use  two  auxiliary  variables  r  and  s,  and  update  them 
by auxiliary statements in the rendezvous and prove the assertion: 
true 
Nseed is a random number} 
((RANDOM_32.Next (Random); r := Random ;~ 
II ((accept Next (in out Val: INTEGER) do 
Val..= seed; s'.=seed; 
end Next ;)) 
{{N: lastrec (Random) ^  lastsent (seed), 
TASKING_ERROR:RANDOM_32  has terminated 
II lastsent (s) ^  seed = s}}.  (6) 
Additionally, we  specify an  assertion  g  which  holds  before  and  after  the 
rendezvous and defines our auxiliary variables: 
g A= lastrec(r)/x lastsent(s) D r = s. 
The  assertion  g  involves  only auxiliary variables  and  hence  it  cannot  be 
violated outside the region of the angle brackets. We have used a more compli- 
cated  assertion  than just  r=s  to  relate  the  predicates  lastrec  and  lastsent  as 
well. 
The double angle brackets indicate that the enclosed statements are to be 
thought  of as  one  atomic  statement.  In  general,  we  will need  to  treat  whole 
regions  as  atomic;  for  this  purpose,  we  introduce  the  syntactic construct  of 
a bracketed frame S, denoted ((F)), where F can contain at most one communica- 
tion statement. 
It  turns  out that  we  can  use  a  single  assertion  g  over  auxiliary variables 
for all the interactions of the program; it is therefore called the global  invariant. 
Note  that  g  must  hold  at  all  points  in  the  program  except  inside  bracketed 
frames. 
A similar treatment is required for the interaction of tasks during activation. 
Again, the  invariant g  can  be  made sufficiently strong to  apply for this  case 
as well. We next formalize the bracketing we have done above informally. For 
task activation, the bracketed frames have to be slightly generalized. Following 
this, we formulate the parallel composition rule. This requires a  precise notion 
of discharging of assumptions, the co-operation  test. We also define the validity 
of the new form of proof triples (5) and (6) used in the above informal discussion. 
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Some additional proof rules are required to eliminate the auxiliary variables 
and handlers that we add during the course of the proof. These are  given in 
the Appendix. 
4.2.  Bracketed frames 
It  should be  clear from our earlier discussion that the purpose  of bracketed 
frames is  to  identify a  region  in  the  program  to  which  the  updating of the 
variables of the global invariant is confined. This region is treated as an atomic 
statement. Now, we will define the bracketed frames corresponding to our lan- 
guage. 
4.2.1.  2-way  bracketed  frames.  The  bracketed flame with an  embedded entry 
call has the following structure: 
((C1 T.E ...; C1N 
when X  1 ~  C 1 X  1 raise X1 ; 
when X k ~  C1 Xk raise Xk;)) 
The auxiliary statements C1,  C1N,  C~Xi,  i= 1 ... k,  are used to update the 
auxiliary variables whenever necessary and do not contain any communication 
statements themselves. Similarly, the associated bracketing structure correspond- 
ing to an accept statement is shown below: 
(accept E... do C2)  ) 
C 
((  C2 N 
when X1 ~  C2 X1 raise X 1  ; 
when X k ~  C2 Xk raise X k; 
end E;)) 
The auxiliary statements C2, C2N, CiXi, i=1 ... k, are used to update the 
auxiliary variables whenever necessary and do not contain entry calls or accept 
statements themselves. 
For a  rendezvous, we have to  consider a  matching accept and entry call. 
We say that the two bracketed frames match  if the embedded accept and call 
match  (that  is,  the  accept .is  for entry E  in  task  T  and  the  call  is  on  entry 
E  in task  T).  As we consider two bracketed frames for a  rendezvous, we call 
this  2-way  matching.  The  definition is  extended to  assumptions as  well:  two 
assumptions {p~} $1 {{Q1}}, {p2} $2 {{Q2}} match  if the bracketed frames $1, 82 
match. 
4.2.2.  n-way  bracketed frames.  From our earlier discussion, we  know that  an 
implicit synchronization with the master task occurs during the activation of 
the dependents. In the master task, the exception TASKING_ERROR can be 
raised after activation. Thus, while proving the correctness of the program, we 
need  to  consider the  interaction of all  the  tasks  at  the  point  of elaboration. 
Hence we  need  to  define bracketed  frames for program  fragments related to 28  K. Lodaya and R.K. Shyamasundar 
the  activation  of tasks.  It  may  be observed that  in  our  language  (as  well  as 
Ada) there is no explicit statement to indicate the activation of tasks. The syntact- 
ic keyword begin is used for this purpose. 
The bracketed frame in the master task is as follows: 
S O  : : ((master begin C when TASKING_ERROR 
C' raise TASKING_ERROR ;)) 
Here,  C  and  C'  are  the  auxiliary  segments  of code used for  updating  the 
auxiliary variables. 
In  the  dependent  tasks,  the  declarations  are  elaborated  while  the  master 
is  waiting.  If an  exception  is  raised  activating  a  task,  it  cannot  be  handled 
within  that  task  and  the  task  is  completed;  that  is,  the  task  cannot  proceed 
beyond its begin statement.  Hence, the associated bracketed frame has the fol- 
lowing structure: 
Sj,j>O: : ((D C 
when X1 =*" C' raise X1 ; 
when Xk =~ C' raise Xk; 
begin)) 
Note that the same auxiliary statement C' is used in every handler. 
The  frames  So,  S~, ..., S,  are  said  to  form  an  n-way matching.  (There  are 
actually  n+l  tasks  interacting;  but  we use  the  more  convenient  notation  of 
saying n-way matching.) Again, we extend the definition to assumptions as well. 
4.3.  Parallel Composition 
Now, we describe the rule for the parallel composition of tasks. This  requires 
a number of subsidiary definitions; these are explained next. 
(at Parallel)  A,~-g{p,}  T~{{Qi}  }  for  i=0, 1, ..., n, 
Ao, A~ ..... A, co-operate w.r.t, g 
~-g{Po]l Px II...[Ip.}  master Toll T~ II...IIT.{{Qo[I Q1 II...[IQ.}} 
The first premise identifies the assumptions under which each task is individ- 
ually proved. The discharging of these assumptions is done in the second premise, 
using the notion of co-operation which is now defined. 
The co-operation conditions are given by: 
(CO.1)  The  assertions  of the  proof outline  of task  Tj do  not  contain  any 
free variable subject to change in any other task T~, i4=j. This condition ensures 
that the proofs of each task are interference-free  [OG76]. 
(CO.2)  For any 2-way matching pair of assumptions 
{p,} s, {{Q1}}, {p2} s2 {{Qd}, 
the formula below holds: 
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This  condition ensures  that  the assumptions  for partners  of a  rendezvous are 
discharged. 
(CO.3)  For any n-way matching assumptions 
{Po} So {{Qo}}, {Pl} $1 {{Q,}}  .....  {Pn} Sn {{Qn}}, 
the following condition holds: 
~-g {Po JlPl I[... ]l Pn} So I[ 81 [[... [1Sn {{Qo I[ Q1 [I... [I Qn}}. 
This condition ensures discharging of assumptions made for task activation. 
(CO.4)  For every assumption {p} T.E ... ; {{Q}}, the following condition holds: 
p/x ( v Post(T))/x g ~ Q.TASKING_ERROR. 
The condition takes care of the possibility that a task may call a terminated 
one. 
4.3.1.  Validity of the extended correctness triple. The (at Parallel) rule uses new 
forms  of proof triples;  we have  to  define what  is  meant  by these.  The  use of 
assumptions  is  standard  in  proof theory:  A~-c~ stands  for  a  proof of ct under 
the assumptions  in  A.  The  subscript in  ~-g is  an  abbreviation  to  say that  the 
global invariant g is to be treated as a conjunct of every assertion. 
It  remains  to  explain  the  use  of  [I  in  the  assertions.  The  validity for  the 
extended correctness triple 
F-g {Pa It... liP,,} C1 H...[IC,,{{QaH...[[Q,,}} 
is defined as follows: 
~g {PI II... [[Pm} Ca rl... [r Cm {{Q1 [P... [[Qm}} 
ifffor all o-, z, K 1  .... , K,~: o-~pa, ..., o-~p,,, crag 
and (C~ll...llCm, ~r) --** (Kx It... ][gm, r) 
implies ~  ~  Q a  .K I ,  ..., "c~ Qm.Km, "c~ g. 
For the proof systems in [AFD 80; GD 84], this form of extended correctness 
triple  was  not  used.  These  papers  use  logical  conjunction  in  place  of our  J] 
operator  in  the  assertions.  We cannot  do  this  since  we are  dealing  with  sets 
of assertions indexed by continuations; these indices have to be separately main- 
tained  for  each  task.  Our  notation  can  be  used  in  the  CSP  and  Ada  proof 
systems as well to separately identify concurrency in the assertion language. 
4.4.  Rendezvous 
Given  two matching  bracketed frames  Sa  and  $2,  we have  the proof rule  (at 
Rendezvous) as given below. Let us recall the structure of the bracketed frames 
so that the points at which the assertions are added can be shown clearly: 
S1 :: (({Pal Cl {Pl} T.E(f ~); {{Q'I}} C1N 
when X a =*. C1 X1 raise XI ; 
... 
when X k =~ C1 Xk raise Xk;)) {{Q1}} 30  K. Lodaya and R.K. Shyarnasundar 
$2 :: (({P2} accept E(in #, in out 2)do C2 {p~})  ) 
C{{Qi}} 
((  when Xx ~  C2 X1 raise X 1  ; 
when X k ~  C2 Xk raise Xk; 
end E;)) {{Q~}}. 
The rule is derived by using the fact that the rendezvous is equivalent to: 
C 1 w:=j~'~ x:--~f;  C 2 
C C2Ng:=2; C1N 
whenX1 =~ C2X 1 C1X 1 raise X1; 
when Xk =~ C2 Xk C1 Xk raise Xk; 
(at Rendezvous) 
{Pl ^ P2 ^ g} C1 C2 [...3 {{N: p'l ^ p~ [...3 ^ g}} 
{pl} c {{Qi}} 
{Q'~ .K/x Q~.K [...]/x g} C2 K [...] C~ K {{N: Q t .K/x Qz.K/x g}}, 
for  Ke{N, X1 ..... Xk}, 
Pl of  QI\N, p'~ = Q'~.K,  for  K~Sig(Q'  0 
[-"g {Pl liP2} S1 IIS2 {{Q1 IhQ2}} 
where [...] stands for the substitution [f/~, flY@ 
Since  the  statements  Ci,  CiK,  i=1, 2,  update  auxiliary  variables,  we  can 
assume that  they will normally terminate;  hence the continuation N  is valid 
after these statements. The last premise takes care of exceptions raised during 
the evaluation of in parameters. 
The  advantage  of using the  syntactic  substitutions  is  that  the  proof rule 
is canonical  that is,  only one parameterized proof outline needs to be con- 
structed for the body of an accept statement, which is reused with value injection 
from every matching entry call [GD 84]. 
4.5.  Elaboration of declarations 
Given n-way matching bracketed frames So, $1 .... , S,, we have the proof rule 
(at Elaboration) for their composition, as shown below. Before we describe the 
proof rule, we indicate the points where we attach  assertions  with respect to 
the bracketing frames in the master task and its dependents. 
So :: {Po} ((master begin {{Qo}} 
Co 
when TASKING_ERROR =~ C'o raise TASKING_ERROR;)) {(Ro}  } 
Sj, j>O: : {pj}((Dj{{Qj}} 
Ci 
when X1 ~  C) raise X1 ; 
when X k ~  C~ raise Xk;)) ({ Rj}}. Exception handling in a tasking environment  31 
1= {i,, ..-, ik}, J={ik+,,  ..., i,}  form  a  proper  partition  of the set  {1  ... n}  if 1 
and J  are nonempty, disjoint subsets of {1 ... n}. 
The elaboration rule is given below: 
(at Elaboration) 
Po ~ Qo ,N ^  Q0 "TASKING-ERROR, 
fp.} D. ~'Qi}}, Rj\N=Post(Ti)\N,  for je{1 ... n}, 
t  ./  Y  tt<  .  .  ,  . 
{Qo.N/x (V) > 0 : Qi.N) A g} Ca... C, Co {{N. (V t> 0. R,.N)/x g}}, 
{Qo.N A O/keI: Qk.N) A (VkeJ : v Qk\N)/x g} 
Q, ... Cik C'ik+, ... C~, 
{{N: Ro.TASKING_ERROR A (V ksl : Rk.N)/x (V keJ :( v Rk\N)) A g}}, 
for all proper partitions I, J of {  1 .. .n} 
r--~{p, llpzll.7  lip.}  SollS, ll...llS.  {{RolIR,/I..-IIR,,}} 
The  first  prenfise  asserts  that  only  two  continuations  N  and  TASKING_ 
ERROR are possible in  the  master  task  due  to  activation  of the dependents. 
The condition on the next line corresponds to raising an exception during the 
elaboration  of a  dependent  task  T  i  leading  to  completion  of the  task  (hence 
the expression  Post(T~) in  the  rule).  The  last  two  premises  allow  updating  of 
auxiliary  variables  at  the  conclusion  of the  task  activations.  The  statements 
C, record a  normal elaboration; whereas the statements  C'i record the fact that 
an  exception has  occurred.  For the  normal  case,  we require  the  pre-assertion 
that  all the declarations were elaborated without an exception (this is reflected 
in  the third  premise).  For the TASKING_ERROR case, the pre-assertion  has 
to  assert  that  at  least  one  dependent  task  has  elaborated  with  an  exception. 
Hence,  we need  to  consider  all  nonempty,  proper  subsets of the  n  tasks  and 
in  each  of these  situations  the  condition  must  hold.  This  is  reflected  in  the 
last premise. 
The complications in this proof rule are not an artifact of our proof system, 
but  an  indication  of the  complexity of interaction  permitted  by Ada  [.9.3-3] 
during declaration elaboration of tasks. Note that we are not considering nesting 
of tasks,  separation  of tasks  into  a  specification  part  and  a  body part,  task 
families and generics, not to mention tasks of access types. 
5.  Soundness and completeness of the proof system 
The proof of soundness and completeness is based on a  translation  technique: 
we translate  a  proof to  a  proof in  another  system which  has  been  shown  to 
be sound  and  relatively complete.  For  this  purpose,  we use the  proof system 
described in  FGD 84].  A  complete formal proof is given in  [,Lod 87].  Here we 
provide a sketch of the justification. 
Call the fragment of Ada that  we deal with  LT; the operational  semantics 
we have  defined  OT and  the  proof system AT.  The  Ada fragment  defined in 
[GD84]  will be called  LA,  the  operational  semantics  used there  OA and  the 
proof system AA. 
For  some fixed  arithmetical  interpretation  J,  let  Th(J)  be  the  set  of true 
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Theorem. Th(J)~-Ar {p} C {{Q}} 
iff J~or{P } C {{Q}}. 
The  proof is  based  on  a  translation  technique  as  mentione(d already.  In 
the following, the structure of the translation is given. 
We provide  a  translation  (#, () where /~: LT~LA  is  a  mapping  from  LT 
programs  to  LA programs  and  (  is a  mapping from sets of labeled assertions 
to assertions such that 
,]l==oT{P  } C {{O}}  iff J~OA{P} p(C){~(Q)}. 
Hence to prove the theorem, we need to prove: 
Soundness lemma. If Th(J)~-Ar {p} C {{Q}} then Th(J)I--AA {p}/~(C),[~(Q)}. 
Completeness lemma. If Th(J)t-aa {p} p(C){~(Q)}  then Th(J)t-Ar {p} C {{Q}}. 
The  proofs are given in  [Lod87]  and  are based essentially on the idea of 
using  auxiliary  variables  in  each  task  to  maintain  the  current  continuation. 
Task  interactions  are  modified  so  that  this  variable  is  updated  correctly.  In 
this way, the AT proof system can be modeled in AA as well. Tt may be noted 
that Gerth [Ger 82] also establishes the completeness by a translation technique 
-  mapping his language to the language defined in [AFD 80]. Gerth has pointed 
out to us that his original translation needs some correction [GD 86] to consider 
the anonymity of the task while considering accept statements. 
As stated earlier the proof approach is based on that  of [AFD80; GD84]. 
Our  contribution  is  the  notion  of bracketed frames  as  opposed to  bracketed 
sections in these papers, and the notion of n-way matching. We have also intro- 
duced  auxiliary  handlers  to  augment  some of the  deficiencies of Ada.  In  our 
approach,  we  have  kept  the  global  invariant  g  as  a  simple  assertion  rather 
than  as a  set of labeled predicates.  The reason is that  g is an invariant  which 
has to hold throughout whereas continuations keep getting raised and handled. 
Moreover, the same exception could be used in two different tasks for different 
purposes. Hence we have let the global invariant remain a simple predicate. 
6.  Discussion 
Though there are several works on exception handling,  there is not much work 
on this issue in the context of concurrency. Here, we discuss the relevant work 
in the literature with reference to this paper and make a comparison. 
The  basic exception handling  mechanisms  are the raise  statement  and  the 
handler.  The  obvious semantics  of raising  an  exception  is  that  of a jump  to 
the corresponding handler.  It is easy to define a Plotkin-style transition  system 
for this purpose. Li gives such an operational semantics for exception handling 
in Ada [Li 82]. His approach is to use a labeled transition system (as in [Plo 83]) 
and  to decorate each communication  and  exception transition  with a  suitable 
label. We have found it advantageous to keep the two issues of communication 
and  exception  handling  separate  from the  point  of view of axiomatization  of 
tasks. 
There  have been several attempts  at defining an  operational  semantics  for 
parallel tasks (in interleaving models) using Plotkin's transition sys'tem approach Exception handling in a tasking environment  33 
[Plo83; Apt83; Li82]. Our semantics is closer to the one defined in  [Apt83]. 
We have carefully charted out such a  semantics for Ada tasking in this paper, 
including  some thorny issues like declaration elaboration,  which are often ne- 
glected. 
As far as proof theory goes, the conventional treatment  of jumps in Hoare 
logic follows [CH 72]. The basic axiom used is: 
{p} goto L(false}. 
In other words, the postcondition false is used to encode the nontermination 
of a  program  as well as  out-of-sequence termination  of statement  in addition 
to its usual meaning of nontermination. 
Arbib and Alagic [AA 78] avoid this encoding and use an assertion language 
like  ours  to  give  proof rules  for jumps.  Cristian  [Cri84]  also  uses  this  sort 
of syntax-directed  treatment  of single-entry-multiple-exit  control  structures  to 
allow specifications of exceptions. 
A variant of this technique is the use of label invariants by de Bruin [DBr81] 
for jumps, extended to handle Ada exceptions in [LP 80]. 
In this paper, our main objective has been to study how exception handling 
interacts  with  a  tasking  environment,  which  is  outside the scope of the proof 
systems we have seen. 
We first obtained the axiomatization of the basic exception handling mecha- 
nisms  before considering  the  tasking  features,  with  the  idea  that  single-entry 
multiple-exit structures provide a good structure of exception handling schemes. 
For  taking  exceptions  to  proof systems  for  Ada  tasking,  the  main  difficulty 
arises in the parallel composition  or the co-operation  of isolated proofs of pro- 
cesses.  The  complicated checking  required  in  our rules  are  not  an  artifact  of 
our proof system, but an indication  of the complexity of interaction  permitted 
by Ada. 
Although our development is based on the proof system given in  [GD84], 
it may be noted that in [GD 84], only simple statements are used within bracket- 
ed sections whereas we generalize this into bracketed frames.  This is necessary 
for recording transfer of continuation  information during task interactions.  We 
also used auxiliary handlers  to overcome the deficiency of Ada towards robust 
specification of task interaction. 
To  model  an  n-task  interaction  (actually  n + 1 tasks  including  the  master 
task),  we  have  introduced  n-way  matching.  The  proof systems  for  CSP  and 
Ada [AFD 80; GD 84]) needed only 2-way matching for 2-way task communica- 
tion.  The  reader  familiar  with  the proof systems described in  the above cited 
papers, will notice that exceptions have to be embroidered into virtually every 
aspect of the proof system. 
One  feature  of Ada  which  involves exception  propagation  across  tasks  is 
the statement  abort  T. Essentially,  we would have to enhance  the  operational 
model  so that  each  statement  in  task  T  checks  whether  an  abort  signal  has 
been received before executing. On receiving such a signal, the task would jump 
to completion. Hence, there would be a need of another additional co-operation 
condition.  However, it  seems  more  fruitful  to  begin  with  a  proof system  for 
multiple-entry-multiple-exit  statements  (for example,  see [Lod87]) and  extend 
it to a tasking framework. 34  K. Lodaya and R.K. Shyamasundar 
It  should  be  clear that  the  use  of co-operating proofs is  not mandatory. 
We could retrofit the basic concept of single-entry multiple-exit control struc- 
tures into another proof system. Thus, to allow the full nested task hierarchy 
of Ada, one could use proof systems that allow compositional reasoning about 
networks of tasks [MC 81; Pan 88; ZDB 85]. A more interesting exercise would 
be to  design an exception handling mechanism which fits  neatly in  a  tasking 
environment. 
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A.  Appendix 
A.I.  Language syntax 
Program 
task_body 
declarative_part 
basic_declarative_item 
sequence_of_statements 
statement 
simple_statement 
null_statement 
assignment_statement 
raise_statement 
entry_call_statement 
actual_parameteLpart 
parameteLassociation 
compound_statement 
if_statement 
: : =  master task_body { Iltask_body} 
: : = task body T is [declarative_part] 
begin sequence_of_statements end T; 
=  {basic_declarativeJtem} 
=v:t[..=f]; 
=  statement {statement} 
=  simple_statement  I compound_statement 
= null_statement  I assignment_statement 
I entry_calLstatement  I raise_statement 
= null; 
=  v.'=f; 
= raise X; 
=  T.E [actual_parameteLpart]; 
=  (parameteLassociation  {, parameter_association}) 
=vlf 
=  if_statement r loop_statement  I 
accept_statement  I select_statement  I frame 
: : =  if b then sequence_of_statements 
{elsif b then sequence  of_statements} 
[else sequence_of_statements]  end if; 
: : =  while b loop sequence_of_statements 
end loop; 
: = accept E [formal_part] 
[do sequence_of_statements end E]; 
= (parameter_specification  {; parameter_specification}) 
=  v : mode t 
=in [in out 
=  select select_alternative  {or select_alternative} 
end select; 
: : =  b ~  accept_statement  [sequence_of_statements] 
: : =  sequence_of_statements 
when X  ~  sequence_of_statements 
loop_statement 
accept_statement 
formal_part 
parameteLspecification 
mode 
select_statement 
select_alternative 
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A.2. Operational semantics 
(ot Assign)  a~YNIa~fX 
(ot Null) 
(ot Raise) 
(ot Seq) 
(ot When) 
(v :=f;, a) ~  (N, "c) [  (X, a) 
(null;, a) ~  (N, a) 
(raise X;, a) -+ (X, o) 
(C,, o')~ (C'1, T)I (N, x)I(X, ~) 
(C1 C2, a) ~  (C', C2, "r) l(C2, T) ] (X, "c) 
(F, o-) ~  (F', z)l (X, v) I  (K, x), K 4=X 
(F when X =~ C, a)~  (F' when X =~ C, "c)l(C, r)I (K, T) 
if bo then Co 
... 
Let IF abbreviate  elsif b~ then Ci, for i= 1  ..... n 
else Co + 1 end if; 
(ot If) 
(ot While) 
a-+YN, for O<=i<=j, and o~b~X, for somej I 
a-+b'N, for O<i<j, and a~bj, for somej [ 
a---~b'N,  and a~b~, for O<_i  <_n 
(IF, o-> ~  (X, a)[ (Cj, a)l (C.+ 1, a> 
a ~b N and a~bla-+ N and a~bla-+b X 
(while b loop C end loop;, a) 
---, (C while b loop C end loop;, a)[ (N, a) I(X, a) 
(ot Select) 
(ot Decl) 
a~b~X, for somej I 
a-'->b'N, for all i, and aNbj, for somej I 
a ~b'N, o-~--n b~, for all i 
select bl =*- Cl or... or b, =~ Co end select;, a) 
--, (S, a)l(Cj, a) [  (PROGRAM_ERROR, a) 
a  ----~  f  N  ]  (r ---~  f  x 
(v : t :=f;, a) ~  (N, r) ]  (X, a) 
(ot MasElab)  (D, a) -~ (N, T) I  (X, ~) 
(master D begin F end;]] .... a) 
(master begin F end;I] .... r) ]  (TASKING_ERROR, r) 
(ot DepElab)  (D, a) ~  (D', ~)l (N, r)l (X, ~) 
(master begin Fo end;][.., liD begin F~ end;l[..., o-) 
(master begin Fo end;ll ... liD' begin Fj end;I[ .... z) 
I  (master begin F  o end;l] ... IIFj end;ll .... z) 
[(master begin raise TASKING_ERROR;  Fo end; 
]1 ...llraise X; end;ll .... z) 
(ot MasBegin)  (master begin Fo end;liFt end;ll...lIFo end;, a) 
(Fo end;llF1 end;ll... IIF, end;, o-) Exception handling 
(ot Eval) 
(or CallTerm) 
(ot Rendezvous) 
(ot Intlv) 
(ot ParSeq) 
in a tasking environment 
(~.'=j~, a) ~  (N, z) I (x,  z), a are fresh variables 
(T.E([, 0;, a)-~ (T.E(a, 0;, z)l (X, ~) 
(... II T~.E(fi, 0;11... Ilend T;II .... ~)> 
-~ (... II TASKING_ERROR  II... II end Tj[[..., a} 
(~.'=~;  ~,=~;  C ~.'=~;, cr) -,* (K, ~)> 
(... I[ T.E(a,  ~);11... II accept E(@, 2~) do C end Eli...,  o-) 
-~ (...11 K  II..,ll K ]l .... O 
(c, ~) -~ (z, z) 
(...]lCll  .... o->-->(...llzll  .... ~> 
<... II c  II... II c,  II ....  o->  (... II z I1... II C'~ II ....  ~r) 
I (...ll  z li...11N I1..., "0 
I (...11 z II...ll x  I1..., ~) 
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(ot ParWhen) 
(...ll  c  II...ll c1 c2 II .... 09 ~  (... II z I1... II C1 C2 II .... "0 
I(...11 z II...Jl Cz I1..., "0 
I(...llz  II...llXll  .... "0 
(...11C I1...11F II..., ~) 
~(...IIzlI...IIFI[  .... 3) 
I(...llzll...llXll  .... ~) 
I (...11 z I1... II K  II .... O, K4:X 
C..llCl[...llFwhenX ~CLl..., z) 
~  (...11 Z II...11 F' when X~  CII .... z) 
I (...11 Z I]...ll C I1...,  ~) 
I(...IIxII...IIK  H  .... ~) 
A.3. Proof system AT 
(at Conseq) p=p', {P'} C{{Q'}}, Q'=Q 
{p} C {{Q}} 
(at Assign)  p ~I N ~ Q.N If  Iv], p =>I Q 
{p} v,=f; {{Q}} 
(at Null)  {p} null; {{N: p}} 
(at Raise)  {p} raise X; {{X: p}} 
(at Seq)  {p} C1 {{Q}}, {Q.N} C2 {{R}} 
{p} C1 C2 {{Q\N v R}} 
(at When)  {p} F {{Q}}, {Q.X} C {{R}} 
{p} V when X =~ C {{Q\X v  R}} 
if b o then C o 
Let IF abbreviate 
elseif bi then Ci, for i= 1  .... , n. 
else  C. + 1 end if; 38  K. Lodaya and R.K. Shyamasundar 
Then, 
(at If)  p~b'N, for O<_i<_j, p=~b~Q, 
p--*b'N, for O<i<j, {p&bj} Cj {{Q}} 
{p&(V i :--nb,)} Cn+ l {{Q}} 
{p} IF {{Q}} 
(at While)  {p & b} C {{N : p, Q}}, p =~b Q 
{p} while b loop C end loop; {{N: p ^ --7 b, Q}} 
(at Select)  {p & b,} C~ {{Q}}, p =~b, Q, for all i, 
p &(V i : --7 bi) ~ Q.PROGRAM  ERROR 
{p} select bl =*" C1 or...  or b. =~ C. end select; {{Q}} 
(at Parallel) Ail-g{Pi} Ti {{Qi}}, for i=0, 1  .... , n, 
Ao, A~ ..... A, co-operate w.r.t, g 
~-,{Poll Pl II...llPn} master Toll Zl II...ll T~ {{Qo [I Qx I1...11 Q.}} 
(at Rendezvous) 
{Pl ^ P2 ^ g} C1 C2 [...] {{U : p] ^ p~ [...] ^ g}} 
{Pl} C {{Qi}} 
{QI.K ^ QI.K [...] ^ g} C2 K [...] Cl K {{N : Q1.K ^ Q2.K ^ g}}, 
for Ke{N, Xl ..... X,}, 
Pl ~Y QI\N, Pl =Q'~.K, for KeSig(Q'O 
~, {pi lip2} Sx II 52 ((Q, II Q2}} 
where [...] stands for the substitution If/#, g/2]. 
(at Elaboration) 
Po D Qo.N ^ Qo.TASKING-ERROR 
{p  j} Dj {{Q  j}}, Rj\N = Post(Tj)\N, for j ~ {1... n}, 
{Qo.N ^ (V  j>0 : Qj.N) ^ g} C1... C, C O  {{N : (V i>O:Ri.N ) ^ g}}, 
{Qo.N ^ (V keI : Qk.N) ^ (V keJ : v Qk\N) ^ g} 
Ci, ... Cik C'ik§ ,... C~. 
{{N : Ro.TASKING-ERROR A (V keI : Rk.N) ^ (V keJ : ( v Rk\N)) ^ g}}, 
for all proper partitions I, J  of {1 ... n} 
[---g  {Pl [I P211... [I Pn} So 11 S, 11... 1[ S n {{R o 11 R, 11... 11R.}} 
(at Subst)  {p} C {{Q}}, zCfree(C, Q) 
{p If~z]} C {{Q}} 
(at AuxRemove) {p} C' {{Q}} 
{p} C {{Q}} 
In the last rule, C is obtained  from C' by removing auxiliary handlers and 
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B.  Appendix B: an example 
In  this  section,  we  illustrate  the  proving  of programs  using  the  proof  rules, 
we have formulated.  We construct  a  proof of Program 2, the Graphics  System 
described earlier. 
Proof outline of an example program 
Here,  we begin  the  proof of the  graphics  system example  in  gory  detail.  For 
the  not  very committed  reader,  we advise  a  fast scan  looking  at  the  auxiliary 
variables  introduced,  which  are  listed  at  the  beginning  of the  proof  outline 
of each  task  and  the  global  invariant  in  the  next  section.  We  use  {--}  or 
{{K:--}}  to indicate  that  the  previous  assertions  are carried  over unchanged. 
Further,  we  use  the  bold  font  for  anything  that  was  in  the  original  program 
and italics for anything introduced by the proof. 
Task User 
pre(USER):  :{true} 
master task body USER is 
Pic : array(l .. n) of LiueType; 
aux status: (waiting, effective _break, ineffective_break),--waiting; 
pre(begin) : : {status = waiting} 
begin --  make an n-line picture in Pic - 
pre(Draw):  :{  } 
((GP.Draw(Pic(  .. n));)) 
Post(Draw): :{{N:  }} 
select true  =*.pre(Break):  :{  } 
((TRM.Break; status'.=effective_break ; 
when TASKING_ERROR ~  status:=ineffective_break; 
raise TASKING.__ERROR;)) 
Post (Break): : {{N: stares = effective_break, 
TASKING_ERROR:  status = ineffective_break}} 
or true =~ null; 
end select; 
when TASKING ERROR =r  null; 
end USER; 
Post (USER): : {{N: status #  waiting}} 
Task GP 
pre(GP): : {true} 
task body GP is 
i: INTEGER :=0; --  index upto which the picture has been output so far 
aux O: sequence of INTEGER :=(  ); --  what has been output so far 
pre(begin): :{i =0 A O= (  )} 
begin pre(Draw): :{i=0 ^ O=Pic(1 .. i)} 
((accept Draw(in Pic: array(1 .. s) of LineType) do 
--  save picture -)) 
((end Draw;)) 40  K. Lodaya and R.K. Shyamasundar 
Post(Draw):  "{{N: 0__< i <  s/x 0 =  Pic(1.. i)}} 
LI (GP): " {O<_i <_s /x O= Pic(1 .. i)} 
while i< s loop 
pre(Draw_Line) :" {0 __< i <  s ^  0 =  Pic (1.. i)} 
((i:=i +  1;  TRM.Draw_Line  (Pic 0));  0 := 0 o Pic (i); 
when STOP =~ raise STOP;)) 
Post (Draw_Line):  "{{N: 0 <__ i < s/x 0 = Pic (1.. i), 
STOP: 0 <= i <s A 0 =  Pic(1  .. i)}} 
end loop; 
pre(Closel):  : {0-<_ i =  s A 0 =  Pic(l..  i)} 
(( T RM.Close;)) 
eost(CloseO:  : {{N: __}} 
when STOP  =*- pre(Write_Mesg):  "{0 <  i <  s/x 0 =  Pic (1.. i)} 
(( T RM.Write_Mesg("  Ahorted");  0..=00 "Aborted ";)) 
Post (Write_Mesg)"  : {{N: 0 <_ i <_ s ^  0 = Pic (i.. i) o "Aborted "}} 
pre(Close2):  :{  } 
(( T RM.Close ; ) 
Post(Close2):  :{{N:  }} 
end GP; 
Post(GP)"  :{{N: O< i=s A O=Pic(1  .. i) v  O< i<s/x 0 
= Pic(1 .. i) o "Aborted "}} 
Task T RM 
pre(TRM):  : {true} 
task body TRM is 
End: BOOLEAN.'=false;  --  Close signal received from GP(for  loop control) 
Interrupt: BOOLEAN  :=false;  --  Break key has been pressed 
aux j: INTEGER.'=O;  --  index upto which picture  has been printed on screen 
aux p: array(l  ... n) of LineType:=(  );-  what has been printed 
pre(begin) : : {j = 0/x nothing printed  /x -~ End A -1 interrupt} 
begin LI(TRM):  : {0 <=j /x p =first j  lines from  GP A p printed} 
while not End loop 
{ LI ( TRM) /~ --7 End} 
select true ~  pre (Close): : {  } 
((accept Close do End:=true;)) 
((end Close;)) 
Post(Close):  :{{N: LI(TRM)  /x End}} 
or true ~  pre (Break):  : {  } 
/accept Break do Interrupt :=true;)) 
end Break ;)) 
Post (Break):  : {{  N  : LI ( TRM) /x Interrupt/x  -7 End}} 
or true =*- pre (Write_Mesg):  : {  } 
((accept Write_Mesg(in Mesg: STRING) flo)) 
-  print Mesg on screen - 
((p :=p o Mesg; 
end Write_Mesg ;)) 
Post(Fb'ite_Mesg):  : {{N: LI(TRM)}} 
or true =~ pre(Draw_Line) : : {  } 
((accept Draw_Line(in Line: LineType) do)) 
select Interrupt ::~ raise STOP; Exception handling in a tasking environment  41 
or not Interrupt =~ --  draw line on screen 
end select; 
((j:=j + 1; p:=poLine; 
when STOP ~  raise STOP; 
end Draw_Line ;)) 
Post(Draw_Line):  : ({N: LI ( TRM) /x -7 End/x -1 Interrupt, 
STOP: LI(TRM)  A ~  End/x Interrupt}} 
endselect; 
end loop; 
when STOP =~ null; 
end TRM; 
Post(TRM):  : {{N: LI(TRM)  A End}} 
The Global Invariant 
The  global  invariant  g  relates  all  the  auxiliary  variables  (and  some program 
variables) together. It is given by: 
g ~= i =j/x 0 = p/x n = s/x (Interrupt ~  status 4: waiting) 
Using  this  and  the  post-assertion  of each  task,  we  can  conclude  for  the 
post condition of the program: 
(status = waiting D Pic(1.. n) printed) ^  (status 4: waiting D 0 < j 
< n/x Pic(1..j) o "Aborted "printed) 